
Information for Travelers Taking Medical Items to Armenia  
 Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)

 
Prior to traveling to Armenia 

Transport of medical items via Moscow is not recommended.  The preferred route is Air Qatar.  

Notify MedicalSupplies@aahpo.org about your intent to travel, 3 to 5 days before travel date, preferably
the sooner the better.  Please include the following information:

Traveler’s name on passport
Date of birth
Passport type and number
Passport date issued
Passport expiration date

Traveler’s contact email and cell phone

Traveler’s itinerary to Armenia:  Name of airline, flight number, city and state of departure, date of 
departure and time of departure

Include total number of bags, and a list of items and quantity in each bag.

For medications, please state the expiration date.  Expiration date must be at least 12 months, with rare 
exception.  

AAHPO will provide you with a Ministry of Health label to place on the baggage.

If there is a specific destination for the medical supplies, such as a specific hospital or physician, please 
let us know in advance.

 



AAHPO role prior to departure

We will provide you with a letter of transport from AAHPO
We will request a letter from the Ministry of Health prior to your travel
We will provide you Ministry of Health labels  
 
We may provide you with baggage items to transport

AAHPO volunteers

We will arrange to drop off a labeled, 50-pound duffel bag to submit with your luggage.  

We will arrange drop-off of the duffel bag to either your home in advance or will arrange for a driver to 
meet you at the airport.  Please contact Volunteer@aahpo.org to arrange a date and time.

When traveler is traveling to Armenia

Bring with you to the airport:

A copy of an itemized list of contents with the duffel bag
AAHPO letter
Ministry of Health letter
Duffel bag should be labeled with Ministry of Health labels  

Once you arrive in Armenia

Show your letter from the Ministry of Health

Hand in your duffel bag/baggage to the Custom officer

Custom officer will keep your baggage at Customs

Within 24 hours, a representative from the Ministry of Health will pick up the duffel bag/baggage from 
Armenia’s customs.   

If you have a specific hospital/person to receive your donations, the Ministry of Health will contact the 
hospital/person and hand medical items to them.
     



General tips for travelers in the COVID era

Please make sure you get the correct COVID test and have the result available prior to your flight.

Frequently check the status of your flight, as many flights are being canceled and passengers are not 
being notified.

Special programs for physicians traveling to Armenia

If the traveler is a physician, he/she may qualify for a grant: medical supplies from Americares and 
sutures from Ethicon.  We need at least 2 weeks’ notice for these grants to work out.

1) Americares is a non-profit that donates medical and surgical items to physicians going to help in 
Armenia.  To qualify, one must fill out the application at the website below.  Once approved, one
must submit his or her airline ticket so they may ship the items.  The supplies are sent to the 
traveling physician for free (but one may give a donation).  Usually it takes 3 to 4 weeks to 
process the order.  https://mop.americares.org/

2)  Ethicon MAPS program gives individual doctors either medications or 20 boxes of suture.  The 
20 boxes of suture have a $60 delivery fee but are otherwise free.  One must fill out the two 
applications (Eligibility and Agreement forms).  They will ask for medical license information 
and information about the trip.  The program does not require that one show an airline ticket.  

Once the application is approved, there is an order form for the available suture.  The physician 
may pick 20 boxes from there.  Please contact AAHPO as the Ministry of Health may need 
certain suture sizes.  One may also request medication if it may be useful or cost effective.  There
are small fees for the medications that vary.  

https://www.map.org/mission-pack-application-rxpacks?hsCtaTracking=ccd748c7-3277-4494-
b01c-18d2e096a07f%7Cad3bcff8-bf43-46c3-9e1f-d7f0e627bdc5

Please contact MedicalSupplies@aahpo.org if you have any questions with the application process.

AAHPO thanks you for your service and assistance in transporting vital medical supplies to 
Armenia!


